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  Kevin McClatchy welcoming participants and audience members to the conference titled 
“Responsibility, Morality, and the Costs of War: PTSD, Moral Injury and Beyond.” The conference 
included lectures, presentations, performances, and film screenings. 
	  Peter Hahn giving opening remarks on the conference 
	  
 Heather Courtney giving remarks on the screening of her film Where Soldiers Come From 
  
 Panelists participating in a discussion following the screening of Where Soldiers Come From 
  
 Ryan Nash introducing Keynote Presenter Jonathan Shay at the conference 
  
 Jonathan Shay presenting his lecture, “Communalization of War Trauma Through the Arts” 
  
 Panelists discussing stigmas surrounding PTSD, moral injury, and traumatic brain injury 
  
 A staged reading of an excerpt from Rust on Bone, by Bianca Sams and I Am the Beggar of the 
World: Landays From Contemporary Afghanistan, edited by Eliza Griswold 
  
 Moderator Richard Herrmann and panelists John Carlarne, LTC Jim Bunyak, and Peter Mansoor 
from the discussion “Just War and the Emotional Factors in Leadership Decision-Making” 
  
 Jeanine Thompson, Kevin McClatchy, and Jonathan Shay participating in a discussion following 
the performance of Scrap Heap, by Kevin McClatchy, directed by Jeanine Thompson 
